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June 12, 2020

RE: SB 100 Joint Agency Report: Charting a path to a 100% Clean Energy Future  
Docket #: 19-SB-100

To the California Energy Commission, Public Utilities Commission and Air Resources Board,

The Central California Asthma Collaborative (CCAC) and the Center on Race, Poverty & the Environment (CRPE) are joined by the Greenlining Institute, GRID Alternatives, Leadership Counsel for Justice and Accountability, Sierra Club California and the California Environmental Justice Alliance, in submitting the following comments on the Senate Bill (SB) 100 joint agency report.

Summary

SB 100 requires the Energy Commission, Public Utilities Commission and the Air Resources Board (Joint Agencies) to complete a joint agency report to the Legislature, by January 1, 2021, evaluating the 100 percent zero-carbon electricity policy. The joint agency report shall include “[a]lternative scenarios in which [this] policy . . . can be achieved and the estimated costs and benefits of each scenario.” The Joint Agencies are currently considering eight scenarios, each with different degrees of electrification, biofuels, hydrogen, and combustion of fossil fuels to meet the 100 percent target. None of these scenarios adequately addresses equity. The Joint Agencies must also include an equity scenario.

This equity scenario should exclude combustion from the list of potential “zero carbon” sources.

There is no mention of combustion as a “zero-carbon” option in SB 100 and no support for the continuation of fossil fuel generation plants in the statute’s legislative history. Nevertheless, the Joint Agencies propose to classify natural gas with carbon capture and sequestration as a “zero-carbon” option under one currently proposed scenario. This indefinite continuation of
combustion sources disproportionately harms disadvantaged communities (DACs). The Joint Agencies should exclude combustion resources from SB 100. At the same time, it is important for the Joint Agencies to ensure a “just transition” for the workforce employed in the energy sector and for workers affected by these changes.

*The equity scenario should also require adequate consideration of non-energy benefits and the social costs of energy resources.*

We refer to social costs as the negative externalities or impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity, with a specific focus on localized public health impacts. Non-energy benefits (NEBs) represent the benefits or positive impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity. Currently, the Joint Agencies narrowly focus primarily on financial costs, but exclude many significant social costs and NEBs associated with energy generation that affect health, safety, land use, air quality, water quality, and other impacts to DACs. This focus on the monetary costs of energy generation risks widening environmental and socioeconomic inequalities in California.

At the February 2020 workshop for SB 100, CARB stated that this SB 100 stakeholder process will also significantly inform its 2021 update to its own Climate Change Scoping Plan. Failing to account for social costs and NEBs now will not only contribute to distorted planning and implementation of SB 100, but also exacerbate inequitable climate policy, especially in DACs.

The Joint Agencies should integrate at least the following NEBs and social costs into its SB 100 analysis:

**Land Use Impacts:** the Joint Agencies must consider the environmental and land use impacts of energy development. There are a wide range of localized impacts that vary widely depending on the type of generation, the scale of energy development, and the site under consideration. Distributed generation offers some significant advantages when it comes to land use impacts, as these installations can take advantage of the existing built environment, lessening the land use impact of energy generation. Further, rooftop solar can eliminate the need for extensive transmission construction, and presents additional non-land-use benefits, such as reducing urban heat island impacts.

**Public Health and Air Quality:** the Joint Agencies must consider the environmental health impacts of energy generation on the communities where the generation or production takes place. Half of all natural gas power plants in California are located in DACs. Understanding energy generation’s localized impacts on communities requires a full lifecycle analysis of any proposed energy resource project and any associated development beyond the energy project itself. For example, the health impacts of biomethane development (using dairy waste feedstock) in communities that house or are in close proximity to industrial dairies goes far beyond the immediate impact of capturing the methane from cow waste.

**Water Supply and Quality:** the energy-water nexus is a critical juncture among the production of energy, the effect of energy production on the environment, and the dependence of energy
production on water resources. The Joint Agencies’ analysis of NEBs and social costs must therefore encompass any energy-project impact on water quality or quantity, and any impact of water supply on energy projects.

**Economic Impacts:** the Joint Agencies must consider the economic impacts and job creation opportunities that inhere in energy development and associated activities. The Joint Agencies should consider the equitable distribution of these NEBs, and in particular, the opportunity for residents of DACs to benefit economically through direct participation in the clean energy industries—both when DAC residents obtain jobs in these sectors, and when clean-energy projects are sited in DACs. This also includes affordability for residents of DACs.

**Resiliency:** the reality of climate change makes the need for increased resilience clear. The number of weather-related power disruptions is growing, and the US Department of Energy estimates that the economic cost across the U.S. for these outages ranges from $40 billion to $75 billion annually. In California specifically, public safety power shut offs now affect millions of customers each year. Different energy sources offer a range of resiliency benefits. The Joint Agencies should consider, in particular, the resiliency benefits of distributed generation and storage technologies, in particular rooftop or community solar.

*To consider and evaluate these NEBs and social costs, the Joint Agencies must create mechanisms for adequate community engagement.*

Meaningful engagement with affected DACs will help to identify the full range of social costs and NEBs that the Joint Agency should consider, and assist in determining how to value or quantify those factors. To best account for social costs and NEBs, the Joint Agencies should involve community engagement at every step of the SB 100 implementation process.

This practice advances equity by encompassing several major principles of environmental justice: to let communities speak for themselves; to allow communities to identify which costs and benefits would impact their community the most; and to allow communities to drive their own energy futures. The Joint Agencies should conduct extensive outreach to DACs to inform their consideration of these social costs and benefits. The Joint Agencies should leverage their existing policies to do so, and their existing environmental justice advisory groups, the SB 350 Disadvantaged Communities Advisory Group and the AB 32 Environmental Justice Advisory Committee.
**Comment**

SB 100 requires the Energy Commission, Public Utilities Commission and the Air Resources Board (Joint Agencies) to complete a joint agency report to the Legislature, by January 1, 2021, evaluating the 100 percent zero-carbon electricity policy. The joint agency report shall include “[a]lternative scenarios in which [this] policy . . . can be achieved and the estimated costs and benefits of each scenario.”\(^1\) Currently, the Joint Agencies are considering eight scenarios, each with different degrees of electrification, biofuels, hydrogen, and combustion of fossil fuels to meet the 100 percent target. None of these scenarios adequately addresses equity concerns. The Joint Agencies should, therefore, consider an equity scenario.

In order to implement SB 100 equitably, the Joint Agencies must include an equity scenario, whether individually or as a component of each existing scenario. At a minimum, the Joint Agencies should assess an equity scenario that: first, excludes combustion from the list of potential “zero carbon” sources; and second, requires adequate consideration of non-energy benefits (NEBs) and the social costs of energy resources. The Joint Agencies should integrate at least the following NEBs and social costs\(^2\) into its SB 100 analysis, as more fully detailed below:

- Land use and localized environmental impacts
- Public health impacts and air quality
- Water quality and supply
- Economic impacts
- Resiliency impacts

Finally, the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the significant and disproportionate social costs that impact communities living in high pollution areas. Increasing climate impacts in disadvantaged communities (DACs) also pose several important questions; what are the social costs of sea level rise or continued wildfires? What are the economic benefits of a green energy economy in DACs? Failing to adequately address these social costs and benefits now simply prevents informed decision-making.

I. **SB 100 Requires the Joint Agencies to Consider Equity**

In September 2018, the legislature passed SB 100 to increase the amount of renewable and zero-carbon energy procurement in California.\(^3\) SB 100’s legislative intent establishes the need for equitable implementation.\(^4\) SB 100 must follow its predecessors, SB 1078 and SB 350, and account for energy policy impacts on DACs and public health. Furthermore, as part of the state’s climate policy, SB 100 must include a similar environmental justice focus. Finally, it is

---

2 For the purposes of this comment, social costs represent the negative externalities or negative impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity. NEBs represent the benefits (positive externalities) or positive impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity.
imperative for the Joint Agencies to follow their own policies requiring the consideration of environmental justice. In developing SB 100 policy so far, however, there is little evidence that the Joint Agencies adhere to these mandates and policies, requiring the creation of an equity scenario.

A. **Renewable Portfolio Standards and Clean Energy Targets Must Consider Equity.**

SB 1078, SB 350, and SB 100 call for an increase in renewable energy while accounting for public health and societal impacts. Each bill sets progressively larger renewable portfolio standards (RPS) and clean energy targets, and importantly, each bill maintains public health and equity as guiding considerations.

In 2002, the legislature passed SB 1078, setting the first RPS; it required that 20 percent of retail electricity sales come from renewable resources by 2017. One of the major purposes of this bill was to “improve public health by reducing the burning of fossil fuels.” The bill also called for sustainable economic development, new employment opportunities, and reducing reliance on imported fuels. This emphasis on public health and economic and employment considerations signaled an early intent to include social costs of energy production and NEBs, which is vital for addressing equity during decision-making.

In 2015, the legislature enacted SB 350, which set the goal of achieving 50 percent renewable generation by 2030 and emphasized that equity must be part of the transition to renewable energy. In particular, SB 350 required the California Energy Commission to study the barriers to accessing renewable energy faced by low-income customers and DACs. SB 350 explicitly recognized the lack of sufficient information to understand the costs and benefits of solar photovoltaics to low-income customers in disadvantaged areas. In response, the Energy Commission produced the SB 350 Barriers Study, which recommended the consideration of NEBs and social costs of energy resources.

---


6 Id.

7 Id.

8 Id.

9 See infra Part II.B.


11 Id. § 7 (Pub. Resources Code § 25327).

12 Id. § 7 (Pub. Resources Code § 25327, subd. (a)(1)) (“There is insufficient information available to fully realize the potential of solar photovoltaic energy generation to serve low-income customers, including those in disadvantaged communities.”).
Most recently, in 2018 the legislature passed SB 100, with the intent of reaching 100 percent clean energy by 2045.\textsuperscript{13} SB 100 is an expansion on the RPS goals set in SB 350 and SB 1078, and continues to emphasize the importance of accounting for public health. SB 100 requires policies to “ensure equity between other sectors and the electricity sector.”\textsuperscript{14} SB 100 also emphasizes the need to account for public health impacts in DACs.\textsuperscript{15}

B. As Part of the State’s Climate Policy, SB 100 Must Consider Equity.

SB 100 is an integral part of the state’s broader climate policies and emission reduction strategies, seeking to “[m]eet[] the state's climate change goals by reducing emissions of greenhouse gases associated with electrical generation.”\textsuperscript{16} The state’s other climate legislation also emphasizes incorporating social costs and NEBs in the Joint Agencies’ cost-benefit analyses. The Legislature has affirmed the need to consider equity in California’s climate policy, and therefore, the Joint Agencies must now consider equity in SB 100 implementation.

AB 32 directs the California Air Resources Board (CARB) to achieve 1990 statewide greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions levels by 2020.\textsuperscript{17} In planning to realize AB 32’s emissions targets, CARB must “evaluate the total potential costs and total potential economic and noneconomic benefits . . . for reducing greenhouse gases to California’s economy, environment, and public health.”\textsuperscript{18}

AB 32 and its 2017 update, AB 398 (requiring emissions below 40 percent of 1990 levels of GHGs by 2030) compel CARB to “[c]onsider overall societal benefits, including reductions in other air pollutants, diversification of energy sources, and other benefits to the economy, environment, and public health” when acting to achieve statewide GHG emissions limits.\textsuperscript{19,20} AB 398 also charges CARB with designing emissions reduction regulations “in a manner that is equitable [and] seeks to minimize costs and maximize the total benefits to California.”\textsuperscript{21} Under AB 32 and AB 398, CARB must ensure its GHG reduction strategies “do not disproportionately impact low-income communities.”\textsuperscript{22,23}

AB 197 further requires CARB to evaluate the state’s climate change programs and policies, and to adopt rules and regulations that “consider the social costs of the emissions of greenhouse gases.”\textsuperscript{24} AB 197 also requires CARB to “protect the state’s most impacted and

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{Note13} Sen. Bill No. 100 (2017–2018 Reg. Sess.) § 1, subd. (b).
\bibitem{Note14} Id. § 5 (Pub. Util. Code § 454.53, subd. (b)(3)).
\bibitem{Note15} Id. § 2 (Pub. Util. Code § 399.11, subd. (e)(1)).
\bibitem{Note16} Id.
\bibitem{Note18} Id. § 1 (Former Health & Saf. Code § 38561, subd. (d)) (emphasis added).
\bibitem{Note19} Id. § 1 (Former Health & Saf. Code § 38562, subd. (b)(6)).
\bibitem{Note21} Id. § 4 (Health & Saf. Code § 38562, subd. (b)(1)).
\bibitem{Note22} Assem. Bill No. 32 (2005–2006 Reg. Sess.) § 1 (Former Health & Saf. Code § 38562, subd. (b)(2)).
\end{thebibliography}
disadvantaged communities” when working towards GHG reductions.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, the legislature is clear:

Continuing to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is critical for the protection of all areas of the state, but especially for the state’s most disadvantaged communities, as those communities are affected first, and most frequently, by adverse impacts of climate change, including increased frequency of extreme weather events such as drought, heat, and flooding. The state’s most disadvantaged communities are also disproportionately impacted by the deleterious effects of climate change on public health.\textsuperscript{26}

Several other State climate policies also require an equity focus. For instance, Executive Order B-30-15 requires all California agencies to “protect the state’s most vulnerable populations” in their planning and actions to meet state climate goals.\textsuperscript{27}

Collectively, these statutes clearly demonstrate California’s commitment to reducing GHG emissions while also preventing local, harmful impacts to DACs. The Joint Agencies must embrace this approach as well when planning and implementing SB 100 within California’s larger climate policy agenda. As CARB stated in its 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, “California’s environmental justice and equity movement is establishing a blueprint for the nation and world.”\textsuperscript{28} Moreover, as CARB has stated in this implementation, the joint agency report will inform the next Climate Change Scoping Plan.

C. Joint Agency Policies Emphasize the Need to Consider Equity.

Each of the Joint Agencies have also developed policy frameworks that prioritize equity when developing energy policies. The California Energy Commission (CEC) has the Barriers Study from SB 350; the CPUC has an Environmental and Social Justice Action Plan; and CARB has its internal environmental justice policy.

The Warren-Alquist Act requires the consideration of NEBs and social costs during CEC decision-making. “The commission shall include a value for any costs and benefits to the environment, including air quality” when determining the cost effectiveness of energy resources.\textsuperscript{29} Environmental harms and air pollution are directly correlated with a wide range of NEBs and social costs, including land use, water quality, resiliency, and community health. Therefore, the CEC must take all of these impacts into consideration when implementing SB 100.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{25} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Id. § 1, subd. (c).
\item \textsuperscript{27} Governor’s Exec. Order No. B-30-15 (April 29, 2015).
\item \textsuperscript{28} Cal. Air Res. Bd., California’s 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, p. ES6 (November 2017).
\item \textsuperscript{29} Warren-Alquist Act (Pub. Resources Code § 25000.1).
\end{itemize}
In December 2016, the CEC adopted “Part A of the Low-Income Barriers Study” (Barriers Study). It discusses structural and political difficulties with increasing deployment of clean energy resources in low-income communities, emphasizes the need for quantifying and accounting for NEBs and social costs, and calls for increased public engagement during the transition to clean and renewable energy.

In addition, the Barriers Study determines that including NEBs and social costs in calculations will “place energy efficiency and renewable upgrades in the proper context, one in which infrastructural, environmental, and social benefits are part of the calculus for future energy policy.” Including NEBs and social costs can improve cost-benefit ratios up to 1.5 times for single-family households and 3.5 times for multifamily households. Accounting for NEBs and social costs, and engaging affected DACs, will provide for a better informed cost-benefit analysis, especially in communities with poor air quality or outdated infrastructure.

Section 701.1 of the Public Utilities Code mirrors the language of the Warren-Alquist Act, also requiring the CPUC to account for NEBs and social costs. Also, in February 2019, the CPUC adopted the first iteration of its “Environmental and Social Justice Action Plan” (ESJ Plan), which emphasizes the need to increase access to clean energy in low-income communities and expand public participation in those communities. The ESJ Plan echoed similar sentiments to the Barriers Study. In particular, it emphasized the need to “[i]ncrease investment in clean energy resources to benefit ESJ communities, especially to improve local air quality and public health.” This includes increasing clean energy programs in these communities, as well as maximizing the benefits from these programs.

In 2001, CARB adopted its “Policies and Actions for Environmental Justice” (EJ Policies). CARB’s EJ Policies require the agency to “integrate environmental justice into all of [its] programs, policies, and regulations.” The EJ Policies also emphasize the need to “assess, consider, and reduce cumulative emissions, exposures, and health risks when developing and

30 Cal. Energy Com., Low-Income Barriers Study, Part A: Overcoming Barriers to Energy Efficiency and Renewables for Low-Income Customers and Small Business Contracting Opportunities in Disadvantaged Communities Barriers Study (Dec. 2016) <https://assets.ctfassets.net/ntcn17ss1ow9/3SqKkJoNlvts2nYVPAOmgH/7bc56e2692769abda31a2aace7b00147/T N214830_20161215T184655_SB_350_LowIncome_Barriers_Study_Part_A__Commission_Final_Report.pdf>; This report was drafted as part of S.B. 350 (passed in 2015) which set renewable energy goals with the emphasis on equity considerations for low-income communities. Id. at p. 1.
31 Id. at p. 59.
32 Ibid.
34 Id. at p. 15. “ESJ Communities” refers to the broader group of communities that face disproportionate environmental burdens and is a broader term than DACs. Id. at p. 6.
35 Id. at p. 15.
37 Id. at p. 3 (emphasis added).
implementing [CARB’s] programs.” The assessment of cumulative impacts in cost-benefit analyses is vital for incorporating equity into all SB 100 decision making. For instance, although combustion sources will have to be paired with carbon capture under one of the currently proposed scenarios, the RPS+ scenario, all combustion sources still pose a threat to the health and safety of low-income communities. In addition to the need to address cumulative impact from these combustion sources, this scenario as proposed is further problematic given the lack of literature on carbon capture’s cost-effectiveness. Similarly, the potential for fires and hazardous materials leaks at power plants and fuel storage facilities also present continuing risks to nearby communities. However, the Joint Agencies do not currently consider these social costs to DACs and low-income communities.

D. Disparate Environmental Impacts Persist, Requiring the Consideration of Equity.

As the ESJ Plan states, many communities in the state are burdened by “disproportionate impacts from one or more environmental hazards, socio-economic burdens, or both.” These are predominantly low-income communities and communities of color. They are “already facing the greatest impacts of climate change” and continue to be excluded from “policy setting or decision-making processes” like those “enacted to control polluting activities.”

In 2009, public health experts commented that California’s efforts to combat climate change have focused too much on reducing overall GHG emissions, “with little, if any, regard for where the reductions take place and who they might affect.” Since then, as detailed above, each of the Joint Agencies have taken steps to consider the impact of its climate policies on

38 Id. at pp. 9–10.
39 SB 100 Joint-agency report overview and analytical approach - Staff presentation (Feb. 24, 2020) at 28.
43 Cal. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), CalEnviroScreen Version 3.0 <https://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/report/calenviroscreen-30> (2018). Minorities represent 89% of the populations in the 10% most disadvantaged communities across the state. Whites are generally overrepresented in the least disadvantaged areas. Id.
DACs.\textsuperscript{47} Despite these measures, however, DACs still suffer the impacts of unequal distribution of burdens and benefits established by California’s climate policies. In 2017, despite multiple studies that documented the persisting environmental burdens primarily on communities of color under California’s cap-and-trade program,\textsuperscript{48,49,50} and the opposition of the environmental justice movement to that program, California still extended cap-and-trade. The cap-and-trade program fails to address the localized social costs of facility pollution, sustaining environmental inequities from “health-damaging co-pollutant emissions” in these communities.\textsuperscript{51} This is especially concerning as the largest and most polluting facilities are disproportionately located in low-income communities and communities of color.\textsuperscript{52} Other unequal burdens and benefits in California’s disadvantaged communities from California’s energy policies include increased vulnerability to wildfires (often catalyzed by energy infrastructure),\textsuperscript{53,54} and the cumulative effects of social and environmental stressors that negatively impact public health.\textsuperscript{55}

As the Joint Agencies chart a plan for California’s clean energy future, it is imperative to address these inequities throughout SB 100 planning and implementation.

II. An Equity Scenario Excludes Combustion and Includes Social Costs and NEBs.

In order to meet the equity requirements of SB 100 and state climate change policies, as well as abide by their own environmental justice policies, the Joint Agencies should consider the following equity scenario. First, the Joint Agencies should exclude combustion bridge technologies that allow fossil fuel generation plants to continue operating. Second, the Joint Agencies should integrate NEBs and the social cost of GHG reduction strategies into modeling and subsequent cost benefit analyses.

A. Including Combustion in the Joint Agency Proposal Runs Contrary to the Legislative Intent of SB 100.

\textsuperscript{47} See supra Part I.A.(iii).
\textsuperscript{48} Id.
\textsuperscript{49} Cushing et al., A preliminary environmental equity assessment of California’s cap-and-trade program <https://dornsife.usc.edu/assets/sites/242/docs/Climate_Equity_Brief_CA_Cap_and_Trade_Sept2016_FINAL2.pdf> (September 2016).
\textsuperscript{51} Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{53} Davies et al., The unequal vulnerability of communities of color to wildfire <https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0205825> (Nov. 2, 2018)
SB 100 does not include energy from combustion sources in the definition of renewable resources, and aims to reduce fossil fuel use by increasing “zero-carbon” resources. However, contradicting this plain language, the Joint Agencies still propose to classify natural gas with carbon capture and sequestration as a “zero-carbon” option under the SB 100 RPS+ Scenario.\(^{56}\) There is no mention of combustion as a “zero-carbon” option in the statute and no support for the continuation of fossil fuel generation plants in the legislative history. This indefinite continuation of combustion sources disproportionately harms DACs, contradicting the Joint Agency policies detailed above.\(^ {57}\)

Moreover, the inclusion of combustion-based “zero-carbon” options is also contrary to SB 100’s predecessors, SB 1078 and SB 350. These laws do not allow the use of any fossil fuel combustion methods to meet the RPS standard, and only permit the use of “eligible renewable energy resources.”\(^ {58}\)

The plain language of SB 100 does not support the inclusion of combustion as a “zero-carbon resource.” SB 100 calls for 100 percent procurement from “zero-carbon resources” by 2045. Although the statute does not define what qualifies as “zero-carbon,”\(^ {59}\) the Legislature notes that “[d]isplacing fossil fuel consumption” is a priority when increasing renewable resources.\(^ {60}\) This necessarily implies a phase out of fossil fuel resources, and not retrofitting fossil fuel resources as proposed under the RPS+ Scenario. There is no mention of combustion with carbon capture as a viable source of clean energy in the text of SB 100. There is also no mention of biofuels and “renewable gas” that could power combustion-based power plants as suitable alternatives to clean energy.\(^ {61}\)

In addition, SB 100’s legislative history does not support the inclusion of combustion as a “zero-carbon resource.” The Senate Committee noted that the term “zero-carbon” resource is purposefully left undefined, but stated that these resources should not be newly built nuclear or hydropower infrastructure and should displace fossil fuel use.\(^ {62}\) The Committee also did not consider fossil fuel plants to be a viable resource for zero-carbon energy.\(^ {63}\) Earlier versions of SB 100 authorized the CPUC to consider a requirement that utilities must procure a certain


\(^{57}\) See also infra Part II.B.


\(^{62}\) Id. at p. 6.

\(^{63}\) See Id. at p. 5–8 (no mention of fossil fuel generated plants as a viable energy source under the “zero-carbon” definition).
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percentage of biogas or “renewable gas.” However, these early provisions (ultimately excluded from the law) merely reiterate SB 1440, which is currently being implemented through the CPUC’s biomethane proceeding (R.13-02-008). That proceeding considers whether to adopt a procurement target for biogas, but it is still uncertain whether California will adopt a procurement target.

Allowing for the indefinite continuation of combustion sources contradicts the equity goals of SB 100. The intent of SB 100 and its predecessors is to encourage clean energy development and innovation; to reduce fossil fuel combustion and air pollution; and in so doing, to promote equity. Including combustion resources with carbon capture would slow the need to innovate, and instead would encourage the state’s continued reliance on fossil fuel resources. All combustion sources and supporting facilities present significant social costs, pose a threat to the health and safety of the surrounding community, and contribute greatly to reduced air quality. Furthermore, GHG emitting facilities are disproportionately located in DACs. Continuing reliance on combustion fuels in these neighborhoods perpetuates impacts to DAC residents’ health and presents only an inefficient and inequitable path to a clean energy future.

Importantly, we agree with CAISO that operators must have a clear plan for how and when to retire any combustion powered energy sources in order to reach SB 100’s goals. The Joint Agencies should exclude combustion resources from SB 100, but at the same time, it is important to ensure a “just transition” for the workforce employed in the energy sector and for workers affected by these changes. Transitioning communities to new technologies, without planning for a just transition, presents negative implications for workers and businesses that rely upon current sources of jobs and energy. A just transition away from combustion power plants would consist of creating more non-fossil fuel related jobs, developing social safety nets for impacted workers, and allocating state or city funds to clean up decommissioned power plants. The CPUC has recently instituted Rulemaking 20-01-007 to examine methods to protect the existing natural gas utility workforce. The Joint Agencies should likewise coordinate to prepare a plan for a just phase out combustion-based sources.

B. To Advance Equity, the Joint Agency Report Must Include Social Costs and NEBs in its Analysis of Costs and Benefits.

In implementing SB 100, the Joint Agencies must evaluate NEBs and social costs in all cost-benefit analyses. SB 100 mandates “[a]n evaluation identifying the nature of any

---

65 See Assigned Commissioner’s Scoping Memo and Ruling Opening Phase 4 Of Rulemaking 13-02-008 (Nov. 21, 2019) p. 10–11.
67 See Cushing, et al., A Preliminary Environmental Equity Assessment of California’s Cap-And-Trade Program (Sept. 2016) USC Dornsifep p. 4 <https://dornsife.usc.edu/assets/sites/242/docs/Climate_Equity_Brief_CA_Cap_and_Trade_Sept2016_FINAL2.pdf> (noting a correlation between GHG emitting facilities and the amount of air pollution).
68 See id. at p. 1–2.
anticipated financial costs and benefits to electric, gas, and water utilities, including customer rate impacts and benefits.” Yet the legislature does not stop at financial costs. SB 100 also directs the Joint Agencies to “[p]revent unreasonable impacts to . . . customer rates and bills . . . taking into full consideration the economic and environmental costs and benefits of renewable energy and zero-carbon resources.”

Omitting social costs and NEBs disregards not only explicit statutory language, but the substantial economic and public health impacts of California’s energy choices. Without including these costs and benefits, the joint agencies cannot accurately determine the costs and benefits of energy resources and an equitable way forward to a clean energy future. Ignoring these impacts would also fail to consider local effects from energy generation that have significant consequences for many Californians, especially those in DACs. As noted above, agency policies also emphasize the need to include social costs and NEBs during decision-making. Therefore, the Joint Agencies must — through an equity scenario — adopt a holistic, comprehensive definition of cost-effectiveness for SB 100 that fully accounts for the social costs and NEBs of energy resources.

(i) An Equity Scenario Accounts for the Local Impacts and Benefits of Energy Resources.

We refer to social costs as the negative externalities or impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity, with a specific focus on localized public health impacts. NEBs represent the benefits or positive impacts on society associated with the construction and operation of energy infrastructure and any associated activity.

Currently, the Joint Agencies narrowly focus primarily on financial costs, but exclude several significant social costs and NEBs associated with energy generation that affect health, safety, land use, air quality, water quality, and other impacts to DACs. This limited focus on the monetary costs of energy generation risks widening environmental and socioeconomic inequalities in California. Across different facets of society, “the full costs of pollution are not appreciated, are often not counted, and are not available to rebut one-sided, economically based

75 See supra Part I.A.(ii).
arguments against pollution control.” Relying on under-inclusive societal cost models, such as CARB’s preliminary estimate from its 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan, will in turn underestimate a policy’s negative impacts and fail to internalize all the costs of the GHG reduction strategy.

We thank E3 for their work and agree that “societal benefits of the GHG reductions achieved are likely to outweigh” any direct costs from energy resource development, and that in other studies, “the estimated health benefits associated with reducing GHG emissions, and thus improving air quality, have been estimated to exceed these direct costs.” Conservative estimates for mortalities avoided by the European Union’s emissions reduction policy alone demonstrate benefits that substantially outweigh the policy’s costs. An independent study that modeled decarbonizing California’s energy system by 2050 found the public health benefits alone are “comparable in value to published ‘worst-case’ cost estimates for the adoption of low carbon energy in California.”

These are just some examples that demonstrate the significant values associated with the societal impacts of California’s climate and energy policies. Ignoring effects on natural resources, including clean air and water, public health, and other non-energy factors further distorts cost-benefit analyses and the actions or policies they inform. Accurate, equitable planning and implementation of SB 100 demands inclusion of social costs, NEBs, and their localized impacts to the fullest extent possible.

Integrating these factors into SB 100 analyses is further critical for future agency actions aimed at reducing GHG emissions. At the February 2020 workshop for SB 100, CARB stated that this stakeholder process will significantly inform its 2021 update to its own Climate Change
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76 Landrigan et al., The Lancet Commission on pollution and health (February 2018) The Lancet p. 4 <https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(17)32345-0/fulltext>

77 See infra Part II.B.(ii).


79 Burke et al., Opportunities for advances in climate change economics (2016) Science pp. 292–93 <https://lib.dr.iastate.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1086&context=econ_las_pubs>


82 Amann et al., Costs, benefits and economic impacts of the EU clean air strategy and their implications on innovation and competitiveness (2017) International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) p. 29 <https://ec.europa.eu/environment/air/pdf/clean_air_outlook-economic_impact_report.pdf> The most conservative estimate found the benefits of the EU’s clean air policies was worth almost 17 times the costs.

Failing to account for social costs and NEBs now will not only contribute to distorted planning and implementation of SB 100, but also exacerbate inequitable climate policy, especially in DACs. Otherwise, California’s transition “to a low-carbon future will replicate the mistakes and inequalities of the extractive past and present.”

Implementing SB 100 through this equitable framework would also benefit all California residents. For example, Pastor et al. explain:

All Californians are affected by higher insurance premiums, medical costs and lost productivity due to the many illnesses caused by air pollution, and all stand to benefit from an equitable system that would work toward minimizing these costs as opposed to adding to this growing burden.

Furthermore, it is possible to quantify these societal impacts, and many states have successfully integrated at least some social costs and NEBs into their regulatory analyses. The Joint Agencies can also use the CEC’s SB 350 Barriers Study, CPUC’s ESJ Plan, and CARB’s EJ policies as starting points to guide their creation of an equity scenario, and improve upon past efforts that have not adequately considered public health impacts in DACs.

(ii) The Joint Agencies Have Not Adequately Addressed Social Costs.

The Joint Agencies’ current attempts to calculate the societal impacts associated with their actions have proven inadequate. For example, CARB is required to “consider the social costs of GHG emissions” for each emission reduction measure and the State’s other climate goals more broadly. CARB defines this social cost as “the harm that is avoided by reducing GHGs” using a specific regulatory action, and calculates that cost as the “present discounted value of future damage caused by a 1-metric ton increase in carbon dioxide emissions into the atmosphere.”
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Although this calculation is a fine start for quantifying the effects of GHGs, it fails to capture the vast array of social costs (and NEBs) associated with CARB’s actions, many of which would help CARB account for localized impacts, as detailed below in Section III. Certainly, CARB itself admits their social cost of carbon calculation “does not represent the cumulative cost of climate change and air pollution to society” and there are additional costs “associated with changes in co-pollutants [and] the social cost of other GHGs including methane and nitrous oxide,” among other impacts.\footnote{ARB acknowledges that “[t]here are additional costs to society outside of the” social cost of carbon calculation used in their Scoping Plan, and that they will “continue engaging with experts to evaluate” more comprehensive approaches. Cal. Air Res. Bd., \textit{California’s 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan} (November 2017) p. 41 (November 2017) <https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scoping_plan_2017.pdf>.} By largely excluding relevant societal impacts, CARB grossly underestimates the social costs associated with their emission reduction measures.\footnote{ARB acknowledges that “[t]here are additional costs to society outside of the” social cost of carbon calculation used in their Scoping Plan, and that they will “continue engaging with experts to evaluate” more comprehensive approaches. Cal. Air Res. Bd., \textit{California’s 2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan} (November 2017) p. 41 (November 2017) <https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/scopingplan/scoping_plan_2017.pdf>.}


\textit{Id.}}
The Joint Agencies should expand upon CARB and CPUC’s accounting for societal impacts in their decision-making. To accomplish this, the Joint Agencies must embrace comprehensive cost-effectiveness analyses that include all relevant social costs and benefits.

III. Equity Requires the Inclusion of Environmental, Public Health, Economic, and Resiliency NEBs and Social Costs.

An understanding of the inherently localized impacts of energy production and development is key to understanding the relative NEBs and social costs of energy sources. These impacts are benefits (for instance, job creation from transmission construction or improved resiliency from distributed generation) or costs (for instance, air pollution from combustion or land use impacts from large scale development). Equity requires analyzing these relative costs and benefits and their localized impacts in determining the SB 100 portfolio.

The following comments do not attempt to analyze the full range of potential localized impacts and benefits. Rather, the following attempts to surface some of the critical NEBs and social costs that, at a minimum, the Joint Agencies must consider in the joint agency report.

A. The Joint Agencies Should Consider Land Use and Localized Environmental NEBs and Social Costs.

The Joint Agencies must consider the environmental and land use impacts of energy development. There are a wide range of localized impacts that vary widely depending on the type of generation, the scale of energy development, and the site under consideration.

There is a dichotomy between the impacts of combustion-based energy sources and renewable energy sources. Wind and solar generation can require upwards of 10 times as much land per unit of power produced compared to combustion based power plants. However, when a full lifecycle analysis of carbon based fuels is conducted, the land use and environmental impacts of carbon based energy sources (including local air and water pollution impacts discussed below) far outweigh the local impacts from renewable energy development.

There is a similar dichotomy between large and small-scale renewable energy infrastructure. While even large scale renewable developments can have far fewer environmental impacts than carbon-based combustion generation facilities, understanding the localized land use and environmental impacts of renewable generation is important, as these projects can require substantial land area. For example, the National Renewable Energy Lab


found that across all solar technologies, the total area generation-weighted average of land required for solar developments is 3.5 acres/GWh/yr.\textsuperscript{103} Site selection and land use regulation concerning utility scale renewable energy development are central to mitigating the potentially negative impacts of these developments and addressing the so-called “energy sprawl.”\textsuperscript{104} In particular, the environmental and land use impacts of renewable scale development can be reduced if development is guided away from productive agricultural land or environmentally sensitive spaces.\textsuperscript{105}

By contrast, distributed generation offers some significant advantages when it comes to land use impacts, as these installations can take advantage of the existing built environment, lessening the land use impact of energy generation.\textsuperscript{106} Further, rooftop solar can eliminate the need for extensive (land consumptive) transmission construction, even leaving aside its additional non-land-use benefits, such as reducing urban heat island impacts.\textsuperscript{107}

**B. The Joint Agencies Should Consider Public Health NEBs and Social Costs.**

The Joint Agencies must consider the environmental health impacts of energy generation on the communities where the generation or production takes place. As discussed above, the disproportionate burden of environmental health impacts as a result of energy production on minority and low-income populations is well documented.\textsuperscript{108} As an additional example, half of all natural gas power plants in California are located in DACs.\textsuperscript{109}

Understanding energy generation’s localized impacts on communities requires a full lifecycle analysis of any proposed energy resource project and any associated development beyond the energy project itself. For example, the health impacts of biomethane development (using dairy waste feedstock) in communities that house or are in close proximity to industrial dairies goes far beyond the immediate impact of capturing the methane from cow waste. Even with methane capture technologies in place, dairies remain a leading source of smog-forming

\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
volatile organic compounds and ammonia.\textsuperscript{110} Worse yet, where dairies are able to expand production as a result of the income generated from biomethane production, they are likely to increase already significant diesel truck traffic and tail-pipe emissions in rural DACs.\textsuperscript{111}

Further, even as the societal costs of expanded biomethane production require enhanced consideration, it is unclear whether biomethane projects are worthwhile even in conventional economic terms, given the significant capital investments required for their realization, and their limited energy-generation potential. The National Renewable Energy Lab estimates that even if the state utilized all of the potential sources of organic waste in California (including landfills, wastewater, animal manure, and other sources of industrial and commercial waste), the resulting supply would still only meet approximately 3 percent of the state’s demand for natural gas.\textsuperscript{112} Moreover, the state, through its extensive grant programs, and ratepayers, through significant natural gas infrastructure investments, are paying to build dairy digesters and expand the natural gas pipeline network. However, these may prove to be sunk costs that could never yield returns or significantly decarbonize the natural gas network.\textsuperscript{113} In their implementation of SB 100, the Joint Agencies must consider both social and conventional costs to make wise decisions regarding the propriety and scale of further biomethane development.

C. The Joint Agencies Should Consider Water Quality and Water Supply NEBs and Social Costs.

The energy-water nexus is a critical juncture among the production of energy, the effect of energy production on the environment, and the dependence of energy production on water resources. The Joint Agencies’ analysis of NEBs and social costs must therefore encompass any energy-project impact on water quality or quantity, and any impact of water supply on energy projects. Thus, for example, the Joint Agencies must consider as a social cost of dairy biomethane energy development that industrial dairies are major sources of the nitrate pollution that continue to threaten residential water supplies.\textsuperscript{114} Such impacts are particularly significant in local rural DACs.\textsuperscript{115}

In the water supply arena, the increasingly severe drought-inducing effects of climate change mean less water may be available in the future. This will greatly impact hydroelectricity

\begin{itemize}
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facilities, but may also affect combustion-based facilities. Already, for example, two gas-fired power plants have notified the CEC that they may face reliability concerns due to a lack of water available for cooling. Any accurate SB 100 analysis must encompass analysis of water quality and water supply impacts and NEBs associated with California’s energy choices.

D. The Joint Agencies Should Consider Economic NEBs and Social Costs.

The Joint Agencies must consider the economic impacts and job creation opportunities that inhere in energy development and associated activities. The joint agencies should consider the equitable distribution of these non-energy benefits, and in particular, the opportunity for residents of DACs to benefit economically through direct participation in the clean energy industries—both when DAC members obtain jobs in these sectors, and when clean-energy projects are sited in DACs. This also includes affordability for residents of DACs.

The CEC has determined that investment in clean energy and energy efficiency within DACs “not only helps the neediest achieve the energy bill savings that other Californians enjoy, but such investments also result in substantially larger multipliers for economic development.” Distributed generation traditionally has higher upfront per kW costs than utility scale energy development, which benefits from inherent economies of scale and higher capacity factors. However, the economic NEBs of distributed generation are significant, helping to bring the economic and employment benefits of energy generation to the local communities that consume the energy. As the Sierra Club notes, “a portion of the higher costs [for distributed generation] are spent in the local economy, and thus provide a local economic benefit in excess of what would be spent on wholesale, central station renewable generation.”

The Joint Agencies’ attention to the local economic implications of California’s energy development choices is particularly important for DACs. These communities, which have historically borne the brunt of the negative health impacts of past energy development choices, now typically find themselves in the queue for receipt of distributed generation technologies, and associated local workforce employment opportunities. In Pacific Gas and
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Electric Company’s service territory, for example, only 0.4 percent of all rooftop solar belongs to low-income residents who live in DACs.  

To their credit, the CEC and the CPUC have made a concerted effort to identify certain barriers to the development and deployment of clean energy in DACs. The Barriers Study represents an important first step in identifying financial barriers, structural barriers, and policy barriers, while also laying out programs that seek to bridge these gaps. It is now incumbent on the Joint Agencies to take the next step during SB 100 implementation, and incorporate the policy findings from the Barriers Study, in particular, the adequate consideration of NEBs and social costs, and leverage other existing state programs, including the California Solar Initiative, Green Tariff Shared Renewables Program, and the Multifamily Affordable Housing Solar Roofs program.

**E. The Joint Agencies Should Consider Resiliency NEBs and Social Costs.**

Finally, the Joint Agencies should consider the relative NEBs related to the resiliency of energy sources. The reality of climate change makes the need for increased resilience clear. The number of weather-related power disruptions is growing, and the US Department of Energy estimates that the economic cost across the U.S. for these outages ranges from $40 billion to $75 billion annually. In California specifically, public safety power shut offs now affect millions of customers each year.

Different energy sources offer a range of resiliency benefits. The Joint Agencies should consider, in particular, the resiliency benefits of distributed generation and storage technologies, which are threefold. First, these energy sources can reduce outages by reducing grid congestion; second, they can reduce large-scale outages by increasing the diversity of the electricity system’s generation portfolio; and third, they can directly benefit customers by providing backup power sources during outages. The most prominent example of distributed generation technologies is
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rooftop or community solar. “[D]istributed [solar] can significantly increase the resiliency of the electricity system.”

IV. Current Joint Agency Modeling Fails to Consider Important NEBs and Social Costs.

The Joint Agencies’ modeling of future energy resource scenarios currently fails to consider social costs and NEBs that are critical to an adequate SB 100 cost-effectiveness analysis. We appreciate the work done by E3 using the PATHWAYS and RESOLVE models to help the joint agencies implement SB 100. These models, however, still do not sufficiently account for the social costs and NEBs associated with different energy resources and resource mixes choices. Failing to incorporate these critical societal impacts and benefits provides an incomplete picture of the costs and benefits of different energy choices, and will lead to misinformed policy decisions, especially in regard to DACs. At the very least, social costs and NEBs should be added to each RESOLVE scenario’s results. The Joint Agencies should explore additional methods to address existing limitations to their modeling, as detailed below. We look forward to further work with the Joint Agencies to determine how these societal costs and benefits may be used as inputs in future modeling.

V. The Joint Agencies Must Create Mechanisms for Adequate Community Engagement in order to Adequately Consider NEBs and Social Costs.

Meaningful engagement with affected DACs will help to identify the full range of social costs and NEBs that the Joint Agency should consider, and may also assist in determining how to value or quantify those factors. To best account for social costs and NEBs, the joint agencies should involve community engagement at every step of the SB 100 implementation process. This practice advances equity by encompassing several major principles of environmental justice: to let communities speak for themselves; to allow communities to identify which costs and benefits would impact their community the most; and to allow communities to drive their own energy futures. The Joint Agencies should leverage their current public participation practices, and should also take lessons learned from other agencies and contexts, such as the LADWP’s 100% Renewable Energy Study advisory group and the CPUC’s San Joaquin Valley Proceeding, that have demonstrated successful models for community engagement.

A. The Joint Agencies Should Eliminate Immediate Barriers to Successful Community Engagement and Coordinate their Environmental Justice Advisory Groups.

As a preliminary matter, it is imperative for the Joint Agencies to coordinate outreach efforts, and in particular, eliminate barriers to successful community engagement. For instance, and due to current social distancing protocols, internet access for DACs, and especially hard to reach DACs, is now critical to any successful outreach effort, but “[w]e know

telecommunications infrastructure is failing in our state.” 128 The CEC and CARB should support the CPUC’s efforts to remove this barrier to community engagement.

In addition, each of the Joint Agencies should leverage their own existing advisory groups that serve environmental justice interests. The CPUC and CEC have the SB 350 Disadvantaged Community Advisory Group (DACAG) and CARB has the AB 32 Environmental Justice Advisory Committee (EJAC). Ultimately, California should make every effort to coordinate the discussions of every environmental justice advisory group or committee, but specific to this comment, the Joint Agencies should coordinate the discussions and activities of the DACAG and EJAC related to SB 100 implementation.

B. The Joint Agencies Should Leverage Existing Public Participation Policies.

Each of the joint agencies has express policies or goals that emphasize the need for increased public engagement in decisions regarding their communities. The agencies should leverage these in their SB 100 implementation efforts.

The CEC’s Barriers Study states, for example, that there should be funding “for all state programs to collaborate with trusted and qualified community-based organizations in community-centric delivery of clean energy programs, in coordination with local governments.” 129 In particular, the study suggests that community-based organizations should be tasked with communicating and getting feedback from customers as well as developing local clean energy jobs. 130

In its ESJ Action Plan, the CPUC identifies the express goal of enhancing outreach to ESJ communities and increase public participation. 131 In particular, the CPUC aims to “[c]ontinue integrating efforts with other agencies, such as the California Air Resources Board and the California Energy Commission, to coordinate equity activities across state agencies.” 132

Similarly, CARB’s EJ Policy discusses the goal to “strengthen [its] outreach and education efforts in all communities, especially low-income and minority communities, so that all Californians can fully participate in [CARB’s] public processes and share in the air quality


130 Ibid.


132 Id. at p. 17.
benefits.” SB 100 implementation provides an opportunity for the joint agencies to meet their already-aligned and enunciated policies with respect to environmental justice.

C. SB 100 Implementation Should Follow Successful Public Participation Models.

Two successful public participation models are LADWP’s 100% Renewable Energy Study Advisory Group and the San Joaquin Valley Affordable Energy Proceeding, Rulemaking 15-03-010 implementing Assembly Bill 2672 (SJV Proceeding). The LADWP advisory group involves a wide group of stakeholders in regional planning, while the SJV Proceeding focuses on a specific affordable energy project in select DACs. Both of these models ensure that the regional shift to clean energy or energy-related project matches, or is even driven by, the needs of the community or area that the relevant agency serves.

(i) Regional Planning: LADWP Advisory Group Model

LADWP’s 100% Renewable Energy Study advisory group is an example of effective community involvement on a regional planning level. By creating an advisory group that spans all stakeholder groups, LADWP is prioritizing community input in its planning for the transition to renewable energy. The advisory group includes representatives from school districts, environmental groups, community organizations, and industry.

(ii) Project Specific: CPUC San Joaquin Valley Proceeding

One example of effective project-specific public participation is the CPUC’s San Joaquin Valley Proceeding, which emphasized decision-making by the DACs themselves. The SJV Proceeding authorized pilot projects in the San Joaquin Valley to assess the costs and benefits of affordable energy upgrades in select communities. The decision approving the pilot projects calls for “continuous community engagement (including hard-to-reach households) and includes a feedback loop to incorporate lessons-learned and qualitative feedback as projects develop.” Community feedback will play an especially important role during the pilot evaluation phase, to determine how the CPUC can factor NEBs into the cost-effectiveness of these projects. This is particularly important because AB 2672—the statute that directed the CPUC to address energy
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access in the San Joaquin Valley by initiating a focused proceeding—aims to improve the “health, safety, and air quality” of the region by providing access to affordable energy.\textsuperscript{138}

In the SJV Proceeding, the CPUC also established the Community Energy Navigator (CEN) to work as the liaison between pilot community residents and the CPUC, and the investor owned utilities.\textsuperscript{139} The Commission decision approving the pilot projects noted that “the CEN component will be key to the success of the pilot” and should serve each authorized pilot community.\textsuperscript{140} The CEN was selected based on criteria that included knowledge about the community and proposed outreach strategies.\textsuperscript{141} In particular, the selection process prioritized applicants that included community-based organizations or individuals who are trusted by the community.\textsuperscript{142}

The CEN approach to community engagement is preferable to approaches used in other recent CPUC proceedings. For example, when soliciting public comments on the SB 1383 dairy biomethane pilot projects, the CPUC only “solicited input from stakeholders via e-mail on pilot selection criteria” and held two public meetings that were recorded.\textsuperscript{143} In marked and problematic contrast to the SJV proceeding, this process primarily involved industry stakeholders, and not the community that will face impacts from the negative externalities of dairy biomethane production.

Learning from these past proceedings, the Joint Agencies should prioritize community input in their SB 100 implementation going forward, especially in hard-to-reach DACs. SB 350 recognized that the Joint Agencies do not yet fully understand the potential for renewables in low-income communities.\textsuperscript{144} To take the findings of the Barriers Study to the next level, the Joint Agencies should enhance their understanding and consideration of NEBs and social costs by involving DACs and low-income communities in identification of energy-choice impacts and benefits, and involving these communities in decision-making. This will permit a more accurate cost-benefit analysis of specific energy resources and resource mixes, and will ensure an equitable and just transition from combustion resources to the clean energy future that SB 100 envisions, and that all Californians deserve.

VI. Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, we request that the Joint Agencies include an equity scenario in the SB 100 Joint Agency Report that excludes combustion and adequately considers the NEBs and social costs detailed in this comment.

\textsuperscript{140} Id. at p. 81.
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\textsuperscript{143} Cal. P.U.C. Ruling No. 17-12-004 (Dec. 14, 2017) pp. 18–19 at <http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M201/K352/201352373.PDF>.
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